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Abstract— Mobile ad hoc network is self-designing, 

autonomous, without any centralize node and lacking of the 

fixed infrastructure network. Mobile nodes are depending on 

other nodes for transmitting data. Mobile ad hoc network 

has expected that all nodes are cooperating with each other. 

Anyhow, some nodes are not cooperating and saving their 

resources for own use, these nodes are termed as a selfish 

node. Behaviour of selfishness performance of network 

reduces.  In this paper, define behaviour of selfish node, 

different techniques are used to identify selfish node attack 

and prevention of a selfish node attack in MANET. With the 

help of watchdog technique selfish node attack can detect 

and using proposed approach prevention of a selfish node 

attack is possible and network performance improves.                        
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In a Mobile Ad Hoc Network [1] is coordination of mobile 

nodes which have expertness to communicate with every 

other node utilizing the wireless connection which may be 

immediate with one hop or indirectly through various hops. 

MANET is self-managing network of mobile nodes. Mobile 

nodes are independent to move inside a network, the 

network is a self-governing system. Mobile ad hoc network 

lack of centralized node and infrastructure less, in this 

manner nodes is free to move everywhere in network 

randomly and arranged by themselves. Therefore, topology 

of networks may change quickly. Changes of topology are 

lots of and irregular in the network. 

II. ROUTING PROTOCOL 

In a network, a routing protocol is an arrangement of 

principles which establish a route from starting node to 

ending node. Nodes are free to move into network and 

topology is often changed, that is the reason nodes are not 

acquainted with the topology of the network. Every node 

helps to other node and finalize the route. Three types of 

routing protocol in MANET [2]. Selection of routing 

protocol is based on network situation.  

In proactive routing protocol [3] with every nodes 

keep routing table because of this reason this routing 

protocol also termed as a table driven routing protocols. 

Each routing table contains information about network 

topology even not needed. Nodes are not fixed, network 

topology frequently changed. The routing tables are 

redesigning periodically and it is necessary to find the 

shortest route in the network. Due to this advantage this 

routing protocols are more suitable for small network, but it 

is not advice to use for large network because as per this 

routing protocol mechanism every node in network is 

necessary to maintain routing table for every other node and 

it is difficult for large area. The proactive routing protocol 

has various different protocols which are working on 

various mechanisms such as a wireless routing protocol 

(WRP), destination sequenced distance vector routing 

(DSDV) and so on. 

  In reactive routing protocol [4] each node does not 

maintain a table as a proactive routing protocol. Distinguish 

between these routing protocol is one main table at every 

time and another maintain table where it's required. Reactive 

protocol also termed as an on demand routing protocol 

because this protocol does not discover a route at initial 

stages, but the route discovery process is starting where the 

path from source to destination which is needed. First, the 

source node to check route cache for accessible route from 

beginning to ending node if the route is not obtainable then 

source node is s initiating route discovery. Not only source 

node included in route discovery, but also intermediate 

nodes are participating. On demand routing protocols 

increase latency and reduce overhead in the network. This 

routing protocol is more preferable where less routing 

overhead is needed. Example of various on demand routing 

protocol is a dynamic source routing (DSR), an ad hoc on 

demand distance vector (AODV), a temporarily ordered 

routing algorithm (TORA) and so on. 

Hybrid routing protocol [5] merge the benefit of on 

demand routing protocol and table driven and on demand 

routing protocol. The reactive routing protocol has more 

latency and low overhead while proactive routing protocol 

has low latency and more overhead. This routing protocol is 

associated of both proactive and reactive routing protocol, 

so it covers the weakness of both routing protocols. In this 

protocol, table mechanism utilizes proactive and route 

discovery mechanism is working based on reactive protocol. 

For large network is separated into two are, in inner area 

routing performed by utilizing proactive protocol and outer 

area routing performed by utilizing reactive protocol. There 

are different hybrid routing protocol such as a zone routing 

protocol (ZRP) and so forth. 

III. AODV ROUTING PROTOCOL 

In mobile ad hock network introduces ad hoc routing 

protocol. An ad hoc routing protocol is an on demand or 

reactive routing protocol, when a node wants to transmit 

data packet it establish routes to the destination. First 

AODV [6] broadcast a route request message in network for 

finding routes to the destination node. Every other node or 

neighbor node tries to find a route as per route request 

message.  

After receiving this message each node performs 

two actions, first send a route reply to source node and the 

second one is enter the route sequence number in the routing 

table of the route request message. If a route request reaches 

at destination, then establish route otherwise rebroadcast 

route request until the reach at the destination. After 

receiving the route request message from the destination, 

then response as a reply route message transmit. When a 

source node receives route reply from destination node, 
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automatically establish a route in reverse direction up to 

source node and start forwarding data packet in established 

route. 

IV. BEHAVIOUR OF SELFISH NODE 

In the mobile ad hoc network, nodes are not stable and 

lacking of centralized node. In mobile ad hoc network nodes 

are cooperating with each other and helping for transmitting 

a data packet using own resources. But some nodes are non-

cooperative, these nodes plan to get the best benefits from 

the network while attempting to save their own particular 

resources and utilization other node’s resources. These kind 

nodes cooperate with other node when transmitting their 

own data and utilize other node's resources, but other nodes 

wanted to communicate through this node at that time do not 

cooperate. This behavior of node known as a selfish and 

node termed as a selfish node. The selfish node may do the 

following feasible action [7] in a mobile ad hoc network:  

- When it gets route request (RREQ) from other node, but 

does not transmit the route request. 

- Gotten route request yet does not respond route reply 

(RREP) packet to sender node. 

- Broadcast route reply and forward the route reply to 

sender node yet does not transmit data packet. 

- When the error occurred at that time does not unicast 

route error (RERR) packet. 

- During transmission selective data packets are dropped. 

V. RELATED WORK 

There are various techniques are used for detecting selfish 

node in an ad hoc network. A credit based [8] technique 

present the idea of virtual currency or beans charge on 

service. Each node provides a service and instead of service 

every node pay charge. If a node wants to transmit packet, 

then must pay beans. Initial every node has neutral or same 

beans, if number of beans reach at a predefine threshold 

value that node declare as a selfish node. 

The watchdog [9] technique permits to discover 

misbehaving nodes. At the point when a forward a data 

packet, using this technique check out that the next node in 

route also transmit the data packet. In this approach node 

silently listen to next node’s behavior, if the forthcoming 

node does not transmit the packet, then that node is tagged 

as a malicious node by observer node. 

The pathrater [10], every node make sure 

possibility of each route in the network. Each node keeps up 

a rating for each other node. Each node rating determines a 

path matrix. Based on this matrix reliability of routes are 

various and selection of the route based on these 

calculations. Suppose there are multiple paths are available 

from source node to a destination node, route with 

maximum rating is more suitable.     

In an ad hoc network, the detection of misbehaving 

connection rather than misbehavior node use Two hop 

acknowledgment [11]. TWOACK technique determines 

misbehaving connection and keep away from that link for 

future use. Location of Misbehavior link is directed by 

transmitting return a TWOACK packet after receiving of 

every data packet successful, which are determined a settled 

route of two hops in reverse direction of sender to receiver 

node.    

Friends and Foes [12] technique nodes gave 

remunerated to service provider node in the past and allow 

to openly announce the nodes behavior. In this technique 

introduce long lived memory and remember other nodes 

cooperation in the network. Each node keeps three variables 

friends, foes and selfish. Each node maintains a list of nodes 

based on service, first is friend which nodes give surety of 

service another is foes which nodes are misbehaving and last 

one is selfish not sure about service but may be near about 

foes.      

CONFIDANT [13] technique is also known as a 

Cooperation of Nodes Fairness in Dynamic Ad-hoc 

Networks, working on four modules are monitor which is 

monitor neighbor nodes behavior of transmission of packet, 

second is reputation system which collect the evidence of 

misbehavior node in network, based on the evidence select 

path with the help of path manager, last one is trust manger 

which decide node is malicious or node base on predefine 

threshold value and reputation system’s evidence of 

misbehavior node.       

VI. PROPOSED AND IMPLENTED APPROACH 

When node forward data packet to next node as per 

watchdog technique, node observe the next node to sending 

the data packet in establish route. Some node does not 

cooperate and which are not forward data packets. With the 

help of watchdog technique non cooperative nodes are 

found in network. Non cooperative nodes are not using own 

resources for other nodes. This kind of nodes behaviour 

know as selfishness. With the help of this technique we 

observe selfish node in network. 

When selfish node detect by previous node is 

inform to source node in reverse direction to inform that the 

next node in establish route node is non cooperative or 

selfish node and does not forward data packet up to 

destination or next intermediate nodes in establish path. 

After receiving message from intermediate node to source 

node about selfish node. Source node define selfish node in 

its own routing table and update its table. Source node again 

forward the RREQ and try to establish route to destination. 

Now in proposed approach first of all with the help 

of watchdog technique detect selfish node, use time 

parameter instated of threshold value. Suppose selfish node 

present in available route then with the help of this 

technique previous node detect selfish node in present route. 

The node who detect selfish node it network, that node 

update its routing table about selfish node information. After 

detecting selfish node, intermediate node try to establish 

new path towards the destination. Intermediate node again 

establish route from source to destination. 

VII. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS 

The simulations are applied on NS-2 (Version 2.35) 

simulator [14] introduced into Ubuntu environment. In this 

section, Discuss original AODV, AODV with selfish node 

attack and proposed AODV solution and compare all the 

results. Moreover, proposed AODV is implemented as a 

solution with the selfish node attack. Simulation parameters 

are presented in below table 1. 

Parameter Value 

Network Simulator NS2.35 
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Terrain Area 500 m x 500 m 

Simulation Time 100 s 

MAC IEEE 802.11 

Application Traffic CBR (UDP) 

Routing Protocols AODV 

Transmission Range 250m 

Data Payload 512 Bytes/Packet 

Speed 5.0 m/s 

Number of Nodes 25,30,35,45 

Maximum Connections 8 

Table 1: Simulation Parameters 

A. Packet Delivery Ratio:  

The packet delivery ratio is defined as the ratio of the 

number of delivered data packets to the destination. Result 

shown in below Figure 6.1. 

 
Fig. 6.1: Packet Delivery Fraction v/s Number of Nodes 

B. Throughput:  

Throughput is defined as the number of data packets 

conveyed from source node to a destination node in a unit of 

time. Result shown in below Figure 6.2. 

 
Fig. 6.2: Throughput v/s Number of Nodes 

The impact of the number of nodes on Packet 

Delivery Ration and on Throughput exhibits in figure 6.1 

and 6.2 respectively. The performance of without an attack 

is high compared to remaining others. It is more suitable for 

secure and attack free route for transmission. But when 

AODV with selfish node attack decreases the performance 

due to selfish behaviour. With the help of proposed AODV 

improve the performance in presence of selfish node attack. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

After studying literature review and experiments following 

facts can be concluded, Due to the unavailability of any 

centralized node the mobile ad hoc network suffers from 

many kinds of security attacks are happening. In an ad hoc 

network, all possible wireless links connections are 

accessible to all nodes. There are many types of attacks 

which are belong to inside or outside that occur on the 

MANETs. Among all attacks the selfish node attack is a 

dangerous attack because it drops some packets and forward 

some of the packets. The proposed algorithm is expected to 

work better in case of packet delivery fraction and 

throughput. In this proposed algorithm intermediate node 

detects selfish node in network and inform to another node 

and malicious node information store in the routing table. If 

attacker node sends a route reply, then it will be discarded 

by. By using proposed algorithm detection and prevention of 

selfish node attack and the MANETs Performance are 

increasing. 
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